2005 Business Plan Competition Winners
$25,000 Herbert B. Jones Foundation Grand Prize Winner
Atheroson
David Dupree, T. Fettah Kosar, Srinath Narayanan, and Larry Rozsnyai
Is developing an ultrasound technology that will allow rapid, inexpensive, non-invasive, bedside evaluation
of coronary artery disease. The envisaged small, portable, standalone machine, CoroScan, will detect and
interpret the vibration caused by constricted arteries to determine the level of stenosisin a way that is not
user dependant.
$15,000 Vulcan Ventures Second Prize Winner
Therapeutic Monitoring Systems
Tauqeer Bashir, Christopher Brown, C. Michael Dickerson, Thomas Fare, and James Greener
TMS has developed the OncoMonitor, an implantable device that can detect the reoccurrence of cancer
markers in the bloodstream. This implantable device can operate for up to three years inside a patient’s
body.
$10,000 Third Prize Winner
Soren Systems
Adelina Balog, Edward Hansen, Cintra Pollack, and Ivan Shuvalov
Soren Systems is a renewable energy company dedicated to bringing customers clean, convenient,
distributed solar electricity at a price lower than grid power.
$7,000 Fourth Prize Winner
Sanifits
Parinaz Ejlali, Scott King, Justin Taber, and Owen Yee
Offers innovative sanitary solutions to the fast-food industry. Sanifits’ flagship product, the CleanStep,
converts current fast food waste receptacles into touch-less waste disposal systems.
Best Idea Prizes
$5,000 DLA Piper Rudnick Gray Cary Technology Prize
Atheroson
David Dupree, T. Fettah Kosar, Srinath Narayanan, and Larry Rozsnyai
Is developing an ultrasound technology that will allow rapid, inexpensive, non-invasive, bedside evaluation
of coronary artery disease. The envisaged small, portable, standalone machine, CoroScan, will detect and
interpret the vibration caused by constricted arteries to determine the level of stenosisin a way that is not
user dependant.
$5,000 Service/Retail Prize
CollabSmart
Srini Subramanian, Tim Cooke, and Hans Omli
CollabSmart harnesses the collective buying power of small businesses operating in fragmented markets.
This service is targeted, initially, to small construction companies allowing these companies to buy supplies
at larger quality savings without the need to over purchase.

$5,000 Non-Profit Prize
Washington all Abilities
Kelly Lawerence
$5,000 Starbucks/UW Net Impact Sustainability Prize
Soren Systems
Adelina Balog, Edward Hansen, Cintra Pollack, and Ivan Shuvalov
Soren Systems is a renewable energy company dedicated to bringing customers clean, convenient,
distributed solar electricity at a price lower than grid power.
$5,000 UW Business School Global Business Center International Prize
MEDS
Alisha Lehr, Frances Donegan-Ryan, Kayler Body, Annika Rudback, Mahamouda Salouhou, and Foutse
Khomh
MEDS is establishing medical training, employee placement, and exchange opportunities between Africa
and the U.S. by improving technical health care education for young African adults.

